Using Schedule of Classes

1. Navigate to: https://www.reg.uci.edu/perl/WebSoc

2. Select a quarter/term.

3. Select your class's department. (EECS, CSE, BIO, SOC, MAE, etc.)

4. Display all related courses. You can also press the bottom one for the same effect!

5. A screen like the one below will appear. Find your desired course (and its necessary sections) amongst the list and record the relevant information.

6. Return to WebReg and input the requested information you recorded to enroll.

---

The left value is the maximum capacity of that section (excluding waitlist).

The right value is the number of students currently enrolled in that section.

Displays which room a section will take place in (such as room ELH 100).

Online sections will display “VRTL REMOTE”

Which day(s) that section will take places, and what time slot it occupies on those days.

NOTE THAT:
- Tu = Tuesday and Th = Thursday
- If you see a “p” next to a time, it means PM. Otherwise, assume the time is AM.

When you get more accustomed to using SOC, you can also try inputting your Course Number in the Course Number field. (Such as the “112L” in “EECS-112L”) to narrow your searches more.